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Predictive analytics 
�  The process of  building a model that predicts some 

output or estimates some unknown parameter(s). 

�  Has associations with machine learning, pattern 
recognition, as well as data mining. (Kuhn 2013) 

�  While it may have the terminal goal of  estimating 
parameters as accurately as possible, it is more a 
model development process than specific 
techniques used. 



R package: caret 
�  Short for Classification And REgression Training) is 

a set of  functions that attempt to streamline the 
process for creating predictive models in R. 

�  Tools for: 
�  Data splitting/partitioning 
�  Pre-processing 
�  Feature selection 

�  Model tuning using resampling 
�  Variable importance estimation 



Benefits of  caret 
�  A wrapper for most individual predictive modeling 

packages, containing 147 (more recent 238) 
packages. (http://topepo.github.io/caret/available-models.html) 

�  Allows a more streamlined predictive process and 
more efficient to tune parameters 

�  Syntax examples from various packages: 



Example 
�  Goal: predict churn (Y/N) based on account 

information 



Data Splitting 

�  For example, a stratified random split 

�  The resulted training and testing datasets will have 
approximately the same class imbalance in 
response variable “churn”. 

 



Data pre-processing 
�  Main function: preProcess, including methods such 

as: 
�  Center 

�  Scaling 

�  Spatial sign transformation 

�  PCA 

�  Imputation 

�  Box-Cox transformation 

�  … 

�  The preProcess function can also be called within 
other functions for each resampling iteration. 



�  “procValues” is an object from preProcess: 



Boosted Trees (adaBoost) 
�  A method to “boost” week learning algorithms (e.g. 

classification trees) into stronger learning 
algorithms. 

�  Idea: to improve the model fit over different trees 
by considering past fits (similar to iterative 
reweighted least squares). 

�  The algorithm: 



�  Notations: yi is coded as {-1,1}, fj(x) produces {-1,1} 

�  Final prediction is obtained by: 
�  First predicting using all M trees 
�  Then weighting each prediction such that: 

  

 where fj is one tree fit and βis the state weight 
 for that tree. 

�  Finally, the final class of  x is determined by the sign 
of  f(x) 

�  Lay terms: 

�  The final prediction is a weighted average of  each 
tree’s prediction. The weights are based on quality 
of  each tree. 



tuning parameters 
�  Most boosted trees have three tuning parameters: 

�  Number of  iterations (i.e. trees) 

�  Complexity of  the tree (i.e. number of  splits) 
�  Learning rate (shrinkage) (i.e. how quickly algorithm 

adapts) 

�  R packages (functions): 
�  gbm (gbm) 
�  ada (ada) 
�  blackboost (mboost) 



Example: gbm package 
�  The gbm function can be used to fit the model, then 

predict.gbm is used to predict and evaluate the model.  

�  The settings in green assume that we know proper 
values for tuning parameters, which is always not the 
case. 

�  To model tuning, one nice way is resampling 



Model tuning via resampling 
�  What is model tuning 

�  Resampling strategies 

�  Choose performance metrics 

�  Setup grid searching settings 



Tuning model 
�  Idea:  

�  First, fit models with different values of  the tuning 
parameters, to many resampled versions of  the 
training set;  

�  Then, estimate the performance based on the hold-
out samples. 

�  Finally, select the optimal set of  tuning parameters 
based on the profile of  estimated performance. 

�  Algorithm: 



Use train() in caret for gbm tuning 
�  Two ways perform boosting via the gbm package: 

 

�  Classification vs. Regression 
�  For binary Y, train() model its first factor level (here is 

“yes”). 
�  It knows we are doing classification since Y is binary. 
�  If  Y is a numeric response, it will assume we are 

doing regression (ok for gbm). 

�  Note: gbm() is the underlying function of  train() 
�  e.g. gbm option: “verbose = FALSE”, omit logging 

messages during model fitting 



Resampling strategies 
�  Default is bootstrap; alternative is cross-validation. 

�  Control function changes the type of  resampling: 

�  Repeated cross-validation (repeatedcv) has nice 
bias-variance properties: 
�  5 repeats of  10-fold CV: 5X10=50 resampled data 

sets 



Performance metrics 
�  The best gbm model is chosen based on the best 

performance. What is “best”? 
�  Performance metrics for classification: accuracy, Cohen’s 

Kappa, ROC curve (pick largest AUC) 
�  We need to tell train() which metrics to use and rank 

�  trainControl() provides class probabilities (not all 
packages provide these). 

�  train() wants to know which metric to optimize for. 



Evaluate performance by grid search 
�  By default, train() uses minimum grid search: 3 values per 

tuning parameter 

�  We could expand the grid and pass to train(): 

 

�  Users can define search grid, performance metrics and 
selection rules  

�  Computationally, train() uses as many tricks as possible to 
reduce the number of  model fits (e.g. using sub-models) 



Results 
�  For each tuning parameter combination, it gives its 

AUC (averaged from all resampled datasets). 

�  The tuning object “gbmTune” can be loaded to: 
predict, print, plot, ggplot, varImp, resamples, 
xyplot, densityplot, histogram, stripplot, … 



Prediction and Assessment 

�  Predicted classes for the test dataset: 

 

 

�  Predicted probabilities: 



�  Confusion Matrix (compare predicted and true 
classes) 



�  Test dataset ROC via pROC package. 



�  By setting various decision thresholds/rules: 



Switching to other models other than gbm 

�  The same seed value prior to calling train() gives 
the same resamples, useful to evaluate models. 

�  It is simple to go between models by train(). 


















